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	Our Wine


	The Estate Range
		
    This white label range is a finely tuned blend of desired characters from our variety of vineyards.

    These wines are consistent crowd pleasers, made in styles to suit most palates.
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	Black Label
		
    These wines are made with all the experience and enthusiasm that comes with the many years of winemaking.
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	The Eli Collection
		
    These elegant wines are the result of low yield vines, meticulous viticulture and special attention in the
        cellar.

     Due to the exacting standards these wines are only produced in limited quantities.
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	Cecilia Marlborough Cuvée
		
    As avid bubbles fans, the family proudly produces on-site in their purpose-built facility an impressive range of premium bubbles.
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	By Josh Scott
		
     In the way Allan is a pioneer, his son Josh, is an innovator and adventurer. He brings a creative mindset to
        traditional winemaking and has launched a number of exclusive drinks under his name. 
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	Scott Base
		
     Premium range of wine that is carefully crafted to hero that distinctly Central Otago flavour, Scott Base is the classic “best-kept secret”.
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	About


	Our Story
		Family roots run deep. Nobody has more experience growing grapes in Marlborough than Allan Scott. Read about the legacy of Allan Scott.



	Meet the Scotts
		Allan Scott Family Winemakers is a family affair in the truest and most endearing sense of the word. Meet Allan, Catherine, Josh and Sara.




	Vineyards
		Great wine is made in the vineyards and our vineyard team work extremely closely with the winemaking team to ensure top quality fruit is delivered to them.



	Sponsorships
		We are involved with many events across all genres from charitable trusts, arts, sporting events and conservation projects.









	Cellar Door
	Cellar Door


	Cellar Door
		Open everyday, cellar door is a great place to start your learning journey of our wines.
Learn More




	Gift Shop
		We've put together some of our favourite treats and partnered them with the most popular food and wine accessories.
Learn More










	Bistro


	Allan Scott Bistro
		Whether you’re a local or from out of town people rave about the atmosphere at the Bistro. Find out more about our food and wine tasting experience.
ReservationsLearn More




	Events
		We both run and facilitate many functions year-round. See what is currently on offer at Allan Scott Bistro or book your own private function and make use of our iconic Marlborough venue.
Learn More
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Nothing Found


Sorry, the post you are looking for is not available. Maybe you want to perform a search?




	
		
		
			










    For best search results, mind the following suggestions:

    	Always double check your spelling.
	Try similar keywords, for example: tablet instead of laptop.
	Try using more than one keyword.



    


    
                    


				
				

				
			


		


				

					

									Ph: (03) 572 9054

Email: info@allanscott.co.nz

Address: 229 Jacksons Road, RD3, Blenheim.

Terms and Conditions
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Latest News
	[image: ]Embracing Adventure: Proudly Sponsoring New Zealand’s Ultimate Endurance ChallengeMarch 12, 2024 - 11:36 am


	[image: ]Vintage 2023 Unveiled: A Journey from Vine to Bottle in MarlboroughNovember 7, 2023 - 1:56 pm


	[image: ]Distinctly regal Central Otago flavourAugust 28, 2023 - 4:52 pm


	[image: Allan Scott Kekerengu]Discover the coastal elegance of Marlborough’s Sauvignon BlancJune 7, 2023 - 10:37 am




Most Popular Wines
	
	
	
		[image: ]		Scott Base Emperor Méthode Traditionnelle
	

			Rated 5.00 out of 5
	
	$35.00
	
	
	
	
		[image: ]		Yeah Cool Natural Sauvignon Blanc 2022
	

				
	$23.00
	
	
	
	
		[image: ]		Allan Scott Generations Sauvignon Blanc 2017 - SMC
	

				
	$20.00
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Want an Advent Calendar like no other?

Order now in time for December
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Yes, that sounds delicious!
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